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TRY THIS ON YOUR PIANO

NOT HERE - NOT THERE

(It's Fifty Miles From Nowhere)

Words by
MORT DIXON

Music by
ERNEST PREUER

Chorus

Not here, not there, it's fifty miles from nowhere, but it's my home town. Not here, not there, but I'm all set to go there, so I'll make a break, and
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When Romance Wakes

Words by
J. L. JOHNSTON

Music by
NED FREEMAN and
SAM MESSENHEIMER

Waltz moderato

Piano

Voice

My life has been like an endless night,
Romance within me is sleeping,
But at the dawning my sadness has gone,
Your love through shadows comes creeping.
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Refrain

When romance wakes comes happiness, Youth's joyful days returning, Your sweet careress is sent to bless a heart for love a yearning.

When romance wakes it's
tenderness, Makes fondest dreams come true.

In your embrace the world I'll face I'll live my life for you.

When you.
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